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Zagreb, 29 May 2017

Report on the new wave of violence against refugees on Croatian
borders
“Can you protect us from the police? We already said that we want to
seek asylum in Croatia, but they do not listen to us. They deport and
beat us. What did we do wrong? Is our sin that we are refugees?”
(A

message

received

on

16

May

2017)

During this year, activists from the NGO Are You Syrious? and the Welcome! Initiative have on
several occasions warned against unlawful and violent police conduct towards refugees who
cross the border into Croatian territory, mostly from Serbia. In this regard, we published the
Report on Unlawful and Forced Push-backs of Refugees from the Republic of Croatia on 24
January 2017 and the Second Report on Unlawful and Forced Push-backs of Refugees from
the Republic of Croatia on 7 March 2017. After the first report, we lodged a criminal complaint to
the Ministry of the Interior on 26 January, followed by a complaint to the Ombudswoman. At the
invitation of the Ministry of the Interior, we attended a meeting with the Police Directorate, other
services of the Ministry of the Interior and NGOs engaged mainly in providing direct support to
refugees

in

Croatia.

The requests we made in those reports and meetings – enabling civilian oversight of the border,
return of expelled refugees, a thorough investigation into unlawful returns to Serbia and
sanctioning of violent and responsible persons – have not yet been fulfilled, or were fulfilled in
an unsatisfactory manner, as in the case of the investigation. Our fundamental demand,
cessation of all violent and unlawful conduct towards refugees on the territory of the
Republic of Croatia, has not been met. Moreover, according to publicly available reports and
press releases, as well as reports, witness testimonies and other material we received from
refugees or persons who were in contact with refugees, there has since been a multiple
increase in the number of unlawful expulsions and escalation of violence on Croatian
borders.

***

According to the UNHCR Serbia report, 262 people temporarily residing on Serbian territory
reported in April 2017 that they were denied the right to seek international protection, i.e.
asylum, in the Republic of Croatia. According to the UNHCR data, 246 people were expelled
from Croatian territory into Serbia
during the same month. The last few
weekly reports of that UN agency
clearly show an increase in violence
on

the

Croatia-Serbia

border.

According to the UNHCR Serbia
report, in the week from 15 to 21
May 2017, they recorded “137 group
push-backs” of refugees from the
Republic of Croatia to the Republic
of Serbia, double the number from
the previous week when UNHCR
Serbia reported 64 push-backs. In
the UNHCR Serbia report for the
week from 15 to 21 May 2017, they
stressed that, according to multiple testimonies, Croatian authorities deny access to the asylum
system and apply excessive force during group expulsions.

In the last few days, we also received worrying reports from Doctors Without Borders (Médecins
Sans Frontières). The organization is continuously present in the field in Serbia and has warned
about a recent “dramatic increase in violence” on the Croatian side of the border, especially
near Šid in Serbia. Refugees who contact them daily in ever increasing numbers in search of
medical assistance claim that they were beaten by groups of police officers on the Croatian
border. According to medical findings, as seen in examples of medical documentation in
Enclosure 1, the injuries for which refugees seek medical assistance correspond to their claims
that the injuries were incurred after being hit by batons or fists, kicked, etc. The fact that some of
the medical reports we received from the victims refer to incidents from a few weeks back, and
that some of the people have sought medical assistance multiple times after repeated
encounters with Croatian police, speaks to the fact that this is a continuous problem that
escalated in the last few days, of which Doctors Without Borders and Doctors of the World

(Médecins du Monde) warned the public on 26 May 2017. Doctors Without Borders stressed
that they processed ten people who had sustained injuries on the Serbia-Croatia border in their
clinic in Belgrade in the period from 19 to 25 May. Doctors Without Borders stress that all of
those patients said that the violence was inflicted by Croatian police.
“The violence always takes the same form: hits from batons, destruction of
mobile phones, money theft,” says the Doctors Without Borders coordinator for
Serbia.

In the last ten days, the medical team of Doctors of the World treated 23 similar cases in their
clinic in Adaševci, which also speaks to the significant increase in violence at the border. In
Enclosure 2 we present a few photographs out of a total of 80 we received or took ourselves in
the last few days, all showing injuries of refugees currently located in Šid. Our activist talked to
many of them in Šid on 18 May 2017. While describing how they were pushed-back from
Croatia, they showed her their injuries on torsos, arms, backs, legs, faces, etc. Some of them
had fresh wounds. They were all visibly exhausted due to the conditions in which they live while
they spend weeks hidden in the forest, mostly without money or any property except smaller
bags with mobile phones (a connection with friends and family, as well as GPS), drained by
numerous unsuccessful attempts to cross into Croatia and the European Union, distressed and
frightened by what is happening at the border. On the same day, 18 May 2017, another group of
volunteers who also provide first aid to refugees in Šid had more than twenty interventions. In
their own words:
“We had many beaten people today, two of whom were brutally beaten and
some five to eight who were injured. Something such as this does not happen all
of the time, but it seems that such a wave occurs every few days, when we have
many injured, some with serious injuries. We assume that all of the injured
people come from the border with Croatia. But we are doctors so we do not ask
where they came from. What we do ask is how it happened so that we could
know how to treat it. Sometimes they tell us that they fell running or jumping over
something while trying to cross, sometimes about fights among them, but often
about police.”

***

In the last two weeks, we received almost daily individual reports from refugees or volunteers
and others who are in contact with the refugees on cases of forced push-backs from Croatia,
denial of the right to seek asylum in Croatia, police confiscation of property (mobile phones,
chargers, money, etc.) and, most of all, severe physical violence against persons from
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Morocco, Algeria, etc. who try to cross into Croatian or EU territory in
places other than border crossings, in the absence of other options. On 18 May 2017, we
received the following message on a mobile phone:
“Have you heard about the beatings? Croatian border police started to beat
refugees again. Very brutally.”
The message was followed by photographs and video recordings related to “brutal beatings” on
the Croatian borders, which can be seen in Enclosure 3. Those photographs and recordings
refer to the violence which occurred on the Croatia-Serbia border in the night from 17 to 18 May
when approximately 10 Croatian police officers beat up a group of six refugees, according to the
message we received. The refugees involved were in hospital at the time when we received the
message. They believe that they can determine the exact point and GPS coordinates of the
place where violence took place, and that they can recognize police officers who beat them.
Some of the refugees with whom our activist talked in Šid also said they could recognize police
officers who beat them.
According to almost all testimonies we recorded in the last ten days, Croatian police forcibly
pushes-back refugees who cross into Croatia territory from Serbia back to Serbia. In the
process, as reported by a twenty-year old man from Morocco, they are “at least a little bit hit in
100% of the cases” while some of his “friends are now severely beaten”. The reports and
witness testimonies refer to the same pattern according to which Croatian police officers take
refugees found inland to the place near the Croatia-Serbia border in vehicles, after which they
are transferred to another vehicle, a van, and taken to a place at the very border. According to
numerous reports, they are there taken out of the van one by one, after which they are hit with
fists, sticks and belts, as if they “were playing football” with their bodies, according to one
message we received. The young man with whom we spoke in Šid told us that many of his
friends were “severely beaten” at the border in the same manner. “They hit us everywhere.
Three or four are in the hospital. One of them is 14 years old. I know that some were forced to
take

their

clothes

off

and

then

beaten.

Three

or

four

of

them.”

A twenty-five-year-old man from Afghanistan reported a case from 17 May 2017 when 18
people, including him, were taken from a train at the Tovarnik train station at 2 P.M. “When the
police found us in the train, they took us out and put us in a police van. There were many of us

and there was no air inside. They took us to the “jungle” [green field] near the border with Serbia
[where they] made us sit and started to hit us hard. They used sticks and beat us with their
heavy boots. They hit me on the head, face, legs, arms, back and private parts. My head still
hurts and I feel severe pain in my chest because I fell on a big rock after they hit me.”
The case of severe physical violence on the Croatia-Serbia border that was documented
several times (see medical reports in Enclosure 1) occurred during the night of 18 May 2017.
That night, a group of seven refugees was stopped by the police near Vukovar, after which they
took them to a place closer to the Croatia-Serbia border even though they expressed intention
to seek asylum in Croatia. They were met by seven police officers there, who took them into
another vehicle where they held them for another two hours. After that, the police officers beat
them “like animals”, one by one, each for three to four minutes, with boots, wooden sticks and
police batons. According to their report, they were then “pushed face-first into a ditch with water,
like a small canal.” They said the police officers beat them on the head so that they fell on the
ground. They also said that the police took some of their personal belongings, mobiles phones
and money, a practice that was also reported in other testimonies. Refugees in Šid also told us
that Croatian police officers destroyed their mobile phones or confiscated more expensive ones
during

the

push-back.

***

In addition to numerous reports of violence related to push-backs of refugees trying to cross into
Croatia from Serbia, we also received a report of violence against unaccompanied minors who
tried leaving Croatia, of which we already notified the public (26 May 2017). Five boys who were
located in one of the homes for children and youth and who tried to flee Croatia – on two
occasions with the help of smugglers – were caught by the police both times, and physically
attacked. According to their testimonies, backed by the employees from the home, on the first
occasion, around 7 A.M. on 13 May, the police pulled the boys out of the car, slapped them and
beat them. A similar situation occurred once again on 21 May around 11 P.M. when the police
found the boys near the border crossing and took them to a police station, where police
employees slapped them, beat them, pointed a gun to their heads and threatened them,
seeking information on smugglers and the amount of money they paid. These and previous
reports and other sources referred to in this report speak of severe forms of psychological,
physical, and other kind of violence on persons of all ages, including children, which are

currently occurring at the borders of our country. These practices are the consequence of
unlawful conduct of Croatian police, and more broadly, of the radicalisation and informal
requests and procedures of the repressive European border regime that prevents refugees and
others the very access to opportunities for a dignified life, even at the price of human lives,
deaths in the Mediterranean, and elsewhere. As shown by this and other reports, as well as the
case of the young man from Pakistan who died in the night from 12 to 13 May 2017 at the train
station in Vinkovci while trying to bypass the traps of that regime, Croatia can now be deemed
one of the more dangerous European land points on the map of forced and hidden movement of
people towards a life in peace and safety.
Taking into account all of the above, the Welcome! Initiative and Are You Syrious? submit the
following demands to Croatian authorities:
● Immediate cessation of all violence towards any refugees located on border crossings
and the territory of the Republic of Croatia;
● Enabling access to the asylum system to anyone who seeks it;
● Immediate and thorough investigation and sanctioning of violent employees of the
Croatian police, as well as responsible persons;
● Civilian oversight of Croatian borders;
● Return of unlawfully expelled refugees who still wish to seek asylum in Croatia to the
Reception Centre for Asylum Seekers in Zagreb and Kutina, and the continuation of
procedure following an asylum claim;
● Suspension of the Dublin Regulation and other oppressive mechanisms of border control
that cause human suffering.
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